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COVID-19 CRITICAL PATIENTES

• China → 1 – 6% (WHO-China Joint Mission on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19). Feb 28, 2020.

• Italy → Up to 12% (Grasselli G et al Critical care utilization for the COVID-19 
outbreak in Lombardy, Italy: early experience and forecast during an emergency 
response. JAMA 2020; published online March 13)

ICU admissions are dependent on the severety of illness and the ICU 
capacity of the Health-care system



COVID-19 CRITICAL PATIENTES

• Older and more comorbidities

• Common symptoms not specific: fever, cough, fatigue and dyspnoea

• Median time from symptom onset to severe hypoxaemia and ICU 
admission is 7 – 12 days (Yang X et al. Lancet Respir Med 2020; Arentz M et al. JAMA 2020).

ARDS (acute respiratory distress syndrome) → 60-70 %

Shock→ 30%

Myocardial dysfuction→ 20-30%

Acute kidney injury→ 10-30%





Why POCUS should be a priority in Covid?

High sensitivity but 
low specificity.

Fast at bedside
and reproducible

for monitoring 
disease course

Easy in trained 
staff

Avoid patientes 
transfer and 

ionising radiations

Easier to disinfect 
equipment 

compared to CT 
scan

Cheaper test



LUS could be useful, being performed at several time points 
from clinical diagnosis, in determining early lung 

involvement during the paucisymptomatic phase of the 
disease and potentially playing a role in treatment decisions.



Score 0
The pleural line is continuous and regular Horizontal artifacts are present. These artifacts are generally referred to as A-lines.



SCORE 1 

The pleural line is indented. 
Below the indent, vertical areas of 

white are visible



Score 2
The pleural line is broken. 

Below the breaking point, small-to-large 
consolidated areas (darker areas) appear 
with associated areas of white below the 

consolidated area (white lung).



Score 3
The scanned area shows dense and largely 
extended white lung with or without larger 

consolidations.





A scan of the three different areas of the thorax: 

anterior, lateral, and posterior, and then superior and inferior segments are performed. 

Thus, six specific regions for each lung are defined and categorized by one of four different aeration patterns.

A point scoring system is employed by region and ultrasound pattern as: 

A = 0 point,   B1 = 1 point,   B2 = 2 points, C = 3 points.

LUS of 0 is normal, and 36 would be the worst.





By informing the initiation, escalation, 
titration andweaning of respiratory support, 

lung ultrasound can be integrated into 
COVID-19 care pathways for patients with 

respiratory failure.





Phenotype-

L

Low elastance.

Low ventilation-
to-perfusion 
(VA/Q) ratio.

Low lung 
weight.

Low lung 
recruitability. 

Phenotype -
H

High 
elastance. .

High right-to-
left shunt.

High lung 
weight.

High lung 
recruitability. 



Respiratory Treatment 

The first step to reverse hypoxemia is through an increase in FiO2 to which the Type L patient 
responds well, particularly if not yet breathless.

In Type L patients with dyspnea, several noninvasive options are available but continuous positive 
airway pressure (CPAP) should be preferred..

The magnitude of inspiratory pleural pressures swings may determine the transition from the Type L to 
the Type H phenotype. As esophageal pressure swings increase from 5 to 10 cmH2O—which are generally 
well tolerated—to above 15 cmH2O, the risk of lung injury increases and therefore intubation should be 
performed as soon as possible.



Once intubated and deeply sedated, the Type L patients, if hypercapnic, can be ventilated with 
volumes greater than 6 ml/kg (up to 8–9 ml/kg), as the high compliance results in tolerable strain 
without the risk of VILI. 

Prone positioning should be used only as a rescue maneuver, as the lung conditions are “too good” 
for the prone position effectiveness, which is based on improved stress and strain redistribution.

The PEEP should be reduced to 8–10 cmH2O, given that the 
recruitability is low and the risk of hemodynamic failure increases at 

higher levels. 

An early intubation may avert the transition to Type H phenotype.

Type H patients should be treated as severe ARDS, including 
higher PEEP, if compatible with hemodynamics, prone 

positioning and extracorporeal support.

Respiratory Treatment 



Conclusions

With the application 
of LU we have had a 
noted reduction in 
use of chest x-rays 

and CT scans, 
helping us to make 

care and 
management of our 
patients a little more 

efficient.

Application of LUS 
has allowed for 
identification of 

patients with lung 
involvement and 

severity. In addition, 
serial studies help us 

follow for 
progression or 
regression of 

disease.

Furthermore, POCUS 
can be used to 

monitor treatment 
response. POCUS is 
an asset to hospitals 

as it minimizes 
nosocomial spread 

of the disease.

POCUS has a high 
sensitivity for the 

pulmonary 
manifestations of 
COVID-19, such as 

ARDS and 
consolidation.
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